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Introduction to the Issue 

Technology is the word of the century. It became the center of human life with developing and becoming 

more compact every single day. Considering that technology has a major part in a normal citizens day to 

day life, it is no surprise that it also has a massive influence and a role on firms, countries, governments 

and the globalized world. Big organizations and govern-

ments have been keeping their top secret information and 

data on technological databases for decades. Bearing this 

in mind, since the start of the digital age, technology was 

used to store important information, cyberattacks have 

been a massive threat to the security of millions of people. 

Cyberattacks causing identity theft, intellectual theft, wars 

and much more have been witnessed more than several 

times. With technology being easily accessible for everyone around the globe, the threat of a possible cy-

ber attack have been increasing. However, despite all of these concerns about cyberattacks, the public is 

still uneducated about the matter which causes cyberattacks to be witnessed every day. The term hacking, 

purportedly originated from a group of MIT students in the 1960s. The group was enthusiastic about 

model trains and They discovered ways to change certain functions without re-engineering the entire de-

vice. These individuals tried the operations on early computer programs and thus originated the term 

hacking. Hacking with harmful intentions became evident in the 1970s when early computerized phone 

systems became a target. A group of hackers, targeted the Bell Telephone company and stole private in-

formation and performed experiments on early telephone hardware. This crime was a major problem for 

the law enforcement since this innovative form of crime was not witnessed ever before. After this attack it 

was clear that computer systems were open to criminal activity thus raised concern in public and govern-

ments. The act of cybercrimes increased rapidly and in order to assure security in technological platforms, 

The Electronic Frontiers Foundation (EFF) was established in 1990. The foundation consists of technolo-
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gist, lawyers and other other professionals who act to defend and protect consumers from unlawful prose-

cution. The foundation is still functioning with 77 workers. Cybercrimes unfortunately will be relevant 

despite the best efforts of officials however with law enforcements the damage could be minimized. The 

countries all around the world are trying their best to both protect their governments and their citizens 

from cyber attacks by the formation of new laws. However it is extremely difficult to form concrete laws 

since technology and the Internet are concepts which are flexible and don’t have certain borders. This 

makes it difficult to form new laws which are permanent solutions to the threat of cyber attacks. For a so-

lution to be found and relieving the chaotic situation that the world is in forming laws which will be both 

efficient and long-termed is essential.    

Involved Countries & Organizations 

United States of America: In the U.S. the topic of cybersecurity is divided between three main depart-

ments which are stated as; the Department of Homeland Security, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

and the Department of Defense. Because of USA’s enormous economical and military power, it has been 

the target of many cyberattacks in its past. However, USA stays in a really controversial position since 

despite its clear dislike on cyberattacks targeting their government, they have also been claimed to be us-

ing cyberattacks against other countries, especially Islamic countries, in order to weaken their govern-

ments. Trump Presidency has the objective of “Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and 

Critical Infrastructure” which was implemented with the Executive Order 13800. The United States of 

America is currently looking for a solution which will end the cyberattacks they have been the targeted 

however they are not willing to give away their power to operate cyberattacks.  

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea: Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is currently one of the 

most controversial countries in the world with the threat of a nuclear war occurring. North Korea’s cyber 

security strategy is really similar to China’s as cyber space is used to provide continuance to the Kim 

Jong-un dictatorship. Cyberattacks are seen as asymmetric warfare which is war against significantly su-

perior opponents in order to steal information or affirm their dominance over them.  

Russian Federation: Russian Federation has been the target of countless cyberattacks in its history due 

to their financial and military dominance in the world. In fact just during the FIFA World Cup 2018, the 

Russian Federation was the target of millions of cyberattacks. Data privacy has never been an issue in the 
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Russian Federation between the years 2007 and 2014 however this changed atrociously in 2014. In 2014, 

the general approach of the government to privacy became protectionist which created artificial barriers 

between the Russian Federation and the other nations which harmed the Russian businesses atrociously. 

In 2014, the Russian parliament adopted amendments to the Personal Data Law which gave the govern-

ment the right to collect and store personal data and information from its citizens. The Data Localisation 

Law was highly criticised by business and the media but nevertheless came into force on 1 September 

2015. 

India and Pakistan: A conflict regarding cyberattacks have been going on between India and Pakistan 

for decades. The conflict going on has damaged both of the countries’ financial and military sources. In 

2010, Pakistan’s 36 known government based systems were attacked by Indian hackers and in 2013, the 

official website of Election Commission of Pakistan was hacked by a group of Indian hackers. Pakistan 

has been trying to put an end to this conflict for years which resulted in the establishment of Cyber Secure 

Pakistan (CSP) in 2013. 

China: In January 2009, China was ranked third in spam-producing countries in the world by Sophos. In 

January 201, United States and China came together at head of state level to work on issues of cybersecu-

rity.” The most commonly seen types of cyberattacks in China are hacking, malware and spam. The cy-

bercrimes committed by the Chinese groups or organizations are under the name of patriotic hacktivism 

and generally have the aim to assert dominance over other nations. 

United Kingdom: United Kingdom, despite being considered as one of the most advanced countries in 

the world, has major problems about legalization regarding cybersecurity. The newest law which was es-

tablished regarding cybersecurity in UK were Communications Act 2003 and Privacy and Electronic 

Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003. No major development was made on this topic and 

the Computer Misuse Act 1990 is still considered as the main law regarding cybersecurity in UK. UK was 

going to make General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 directly effective however this law was 

prepared by the European Parliament and after UK leaving the EU, this development was withdrawn. 
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Detailed Analysis of the Issue 

 The first cyber attack to be recognized by the NATO goes back to the year 1988. This cyberattack, 

also known as The Morris Worm, was a worm which was aimed at the computers all over the United 

States of America with the goal of slowing down the computers to the point that they are unusable. The 

worm used weaknesses in the UNIX system Noun 1 and replicated itself regularly. It was the work of 

Robert Tapan Morris who claimed to be just exploring how big the internet was. As a result of his actions, 

Robert Tapan Morris went down to history as the first person to be convicted of under the the US' com-

puter fraud and abuse act. However this was just the start of many other and much more dangerous cyber 

attacks. The importance and the danger of massive attacks 

have not been acknowledged since the early 2000s since the 

access to technology and the capabilities were still limited 

around the world until those years. With the Internet and the 

technology rapidly spreading around the globe and being cen-

ter of the world in the early 2000s, the power of cyberattacks 

were acknowledged by many authorities since the number of 

cyberattacks were increasing everyday. It was certain that the 

fear of cyber attacks were out of control when National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration -also knowns as 

NASA- was forced to block emails with attachments be-

fore the shuttle launches in 2006 because of the possibility of getting hacked.  

 It was certain that legislations had to be taken since attacks all around the world were starting to 

get more common. In April 2007, the Estonian government networks were harassed by a denial of service 

attack by unknown foreign intruders, following the country's spat with Russia over the removal of a war 

memorial. Some government online services were temporarily disrupted and online banking was halted. 

And in October same year, China’s Ministry of State Security stated that a foreign group of hackers have 

been stealing from Chinese key areas. In the summer of 2008 computer networks in Georgia were hacked 

by unknown foreign intruders when the country was in conflict with Russia. The cyber attacks getting 

more and more common everyday started to have a massive impact on countries’ internal affairs as well. 
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One of the most important examples of cyberattacks aiming to harm a country’s internal affairs took place 

in the summer of 2008. During the Summer 2008 US Elections, the databases of both Democratic and 

Republican presidential campaigns were hacked by unidentified foreign intruders. This wasn’t the first 

time foreign hackers aimed at the United States of America, on June 2007, The US Secretary of Defense’s 

unclassified email account was hacked by unknown foreign intruders in order to gather secret information 

about the Pentagon’s network.  

 The cyberattacks had a major influence on the Islamic countries as well. On January 2009, Israel’s 

internet infrastructure was attacked by hackers during the Gaza Strip. The attack’s main targets were gov-

ernment websites and it was executed by at least 5,000,000 computers. In addition on January 2010, a 

group named the Iranian Cyber Army disrupted the service of the popular Chinese search engine Baidu. 

Because of the attack, the users were exposed to political messages regarding the Iranian government. 

One of the longest lasting cyberwars is still going on between India and Pakistan for years. The start of 

the war goes back to 1990s and both country’s hackers have been involved in attacks towards each other’s 

computing database system ever since. In 2010, Pakistan’s at least 36 government based systems were 

attacked by Indian hackers and in 2013 Indian hackers hacked the official website of Election Commis-

sion and leaked private information. Both sides have been trying to put and end to this conflict however it 

is seen as impossible unless a mutual agreement which benefits both sides. This is another example why 

the world needs laws regarding cyber attacks since they don’t come to an end by themselves.  

 On January 2011, The Canadian government reported a major cyber attack against its agencies, 

including Defence Research and Development Canada, a research agency for Canada's Department of Na-

tional Defence. The attack caused the main financial 

agencies of Canada to disconnect from the Internet. The 

rapidly increasing number of cyber attacks became a mas-

sive problem among all nations and finally on June 2013, 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization also known as NATO 

had their first meeting dedicated to cyber defense. The 

Secretary General of NATO, Anders Fogh Rasmussen 

stated that, NATO has also been the target of countless 

cyberattacks in fact in 2012 alone NATO’s systems 
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suffered over 2,500 significant cyber attacks. This was followed by The NATO Computer Incident Re-

sponse Capability Upgrade Project (NCIRC Upgrade). This project is a 58 Million euro enhancement of 

NATO cyber defenses which was completed on October 2013. At that meeting, it was agreed that a NATO 

cyberdefence capability should be fully operational by autumn 2013. Rasmussen also stated the danger 

and the importance of cyberattacks and cybersecurity by the words “We are all closely connected. So an 

attack on one Ally, if not dealt with quickly and effectively, can affect us all. Cyber-defence is only as ef-

fective as the weakest link in the chain. By working together, we strengthen the chain.”  

 The infamous history of cyberattacks brings the issue of “advancing political strategies to crimi-

nalize cyber attacks” to the table. For decades nations of the United Nations have been establishing laws 

in order to end the threat of cyber attacks and minimize their harm. Today, in 2019, 72% of the countries 

(which is equivalent to 193 countries of which 95 are developing and transition economies) have legisla-

tions regarding cybersecurity. meanwhile 18% of the nations among the world don’t have any legislations 

regarding cybersecurity which include; Mongolia, Afghanistan, Somalia, Mozambique, Central African 

Republic, Chad, Libya and Honduras. And 9% of all countries have draft legislations which have not been 

established yet such as; Iraq, Yemen, Angola, Cuba and Niger. Despite many nations with legislations re-

garding cybersecurity, it is certain that many nations, even nations regarded as one of the strongest coun-

tries, are having serious problems adapting to the rapidly changing world and technology. Many nations 

are still follow legislations which was established years or even decades ago. Technology and cybercrime 

are changing everyday and even legislations which were established two or three years ago have to be re-

viewed and developed. The cyberattacks are becoming a bigger threat to the world everyday with the de-

velopment of the nuclear weaponry and economic transactions becoming solely based on technology. 

Seeing the massive effects of  cyberattacks on governments and countries, the nations of the United Na-

tions are required to advancing political strategies to criminalize cyber attacks in order to protect the 

world from any possible catastrophic effects of major international cyberattacks.  

List of Important Events 

Date (Day/Month/Year) Event
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1988

The first cyberattack to be recognized by the NATO, The 

Morris Worm, was aimed at the computers all over the United 

States of America.

DECEMBER 2006

National Aeronautics and Space Administration -also knowns 

as NASA- was forced to block emails with attachments before 

the shuttle launches in 2006 because of the possibility of 

getting hacked.

APRIL 2007

the Estonian government networks were harassed by a denial of 

service attack by unknown foreign intruders, following the 

country's spat with Russia over the removal of a war memorial. 

Some government online services were temporarily disrupted 

and online banking was halted.

JUNE 2007

The US Secretary of Defense’s unclassified email account was 

hacked by unknown foreign intruders in order to gather secret 

information about the Pentagon’s network. 

OCTOBER 2007
China’s Ministry of State Security stated that a foreign group of 

hackers have been stealing from Chinese key areas.

AUGUST 2008
Computer networks in Georgia were hacked by unknown 

foreign intruders when the country was in conflict with Russia.

JANUARY 2009
Israel’s internet infrastructure was attacked by hackers during 

the Gaza Strip. 

DECEMBER 2010
A group named the Iranian Cyber Army disrupted the service 

of the popular Chinese search engine Baidu.

DECEMBER 2010
Pakistan’s at least 36 government based systems were attacked 

by Indian hackers.

JANUARY 2011

On January 2011, The Canadian government reported a major 

cyber attack against its agencies, including Defence Research 

and Development Canada, a research agency for Canada's 

Department of National Defence.
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Past Resolutions and Important Documents 

• A/RES/64/211 (2010)  

http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/64/211 

• A/RES/58/199 (2004) 

https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/UN_resolution_58_199.pdf 

• A/RES/57/239 (2003) 

https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/UN_resolution_57_239.pdf 

• A/RES/65/230 (2) 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N10/526/34/PDF/N1052634.pdf?Open-
Element 

All of the documents which have been cited here are past passed resolutions and established laws on the 

topic of cybersecurity. When the resolutions are analyzed it is seen that the resolutions are based on defin-

ing and clarifying the issue of cyber security rather than taking  actions regarding it. No effective actions 

were taken regarding the issue, resolutions were solely based on understanding the concept of cyber-

crimes and because of this unclarity no definite solution is stated in the resolutions. Bearing the resolu-

tions, the delegates are suggested to write more action based resolutions however the delegates are also 

suggested to give definitions about what is considered to be a crime in the resolutions if the definitions 

given in past resolutions are considered to be vague or incomplete by the delegate. The delegates would 

JUNE 2013 NATO had their first meeting dedicated to cyber defense.

OCTOBER 2013
The NATO Computer Incident Response Capability Upgrade 

Project was completed.
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be encouraged to build upon these resolutions since it will bring more realistic and efficient solutions to 

the table. 

Past Attempts to Solve the Issue  

In 1990, the UN General Assembly, passed a resolution dealing with computer crime legislation. In 2000 

the UN GA passed a resolution on combating the criminal misuse of information technology. In 2002 the 

UN GA adopted a second resolution on the criminal misuse of information technology. The UN GA, on 

21 December 2011, with the approval of resolution 65/230, the establishment of an open-ended intergov-

ernmental expert group, to conduct a comprehensive study of the problem of cybercrime and responses to 

it by Member States was approved. European Commission also took actions in order to solve the issue of 

cybercrime. In 2001, They published a communication titled "Creating a Safer Information Society by 

Improving the Security of Information Infrastructures and Combating Computer-related Crime”. This was 

followed by a proposal for a “Framework Decision on Attacks against Information Systems” in 2002. The 

European Parliament had massive contribution to the issue of advancing political strategies to 

criminalize cyber attacks with General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679. This is a regulation which 

was proposed and accepted in 2016 with the intention of protecting governments’ and citizens’ private 

data. This regulation was put into force by every nation which is a member of the EU by 10th of May in 

2018. 

Possible Solutions 

Cybersecurity and technology are concepts which are constantly evolving thus making it really difficult 

for permanent laws to be established since the laws can become vague or nonfunctional with a discovery 

or development in the technology industry. In addition, laws regarding cybersecurity vary from one coun-

try from another which causes uncertainty when an international cyberattack is performed. The chair 

would suggest the delegates to establish a law which enables the UN to renew the cybersecurity laws of 

countries in certain intervals or when a technology significant in cyberattacks is developed. This would 

help to solve this issue greatly since it would take legal actions on cyberattacks which would be put into 

force all around the globe. The delegates have to be extremely careful with detail while preparing clauses 

regarding this since unless full safety and trust is assured in this procedure to all nations, this would not 

be effective. Also it is suggested for the delegates to write clauses regarding establishment of laws in na-
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tions which currently don’t have cybersecurity laws. Nations with weak cyber defense technologies and 

background could also be helped end developed with the help of United Nations. In order to certainly 

avoid any type of cyberattack, clauses about penalties which will be applied to nations or groups, should 

also be written for resolutions to be more efficient. Establishing new organizations with the objective of 

assuring cybersecurity among nations would also be suggested however delegates have to be really pre-

cise and clear with the information regarding the organizations since the organizations have to be 

trustable by the nations. Finally, the delegates have to be really careful with how the public will be affect-

ed by the propositions of their solutions since technology has a massive part in the lives of civil popula-

tion and their abilities and rights on technology should not be limited. This was witnessed in the Article 

13 which recently passed in the European Parliament, the article got a lot of criticism from the media and 

civil population which resulted in the article to be not as effective as it was predicted to be.  
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